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This morning we have an element on our list  
 of things to do as we gather for worship.  
As always, we praising and enjoying God, 

the single most important thing,  
along with unburdening ourselves, offering prayers, 

and hearing the reading and preaching of the Word. 
The added element today is a moment for healing. 
 

The Church is always a community of healing. 
The things we learn together, the prayers we offer,  

the reconciliation of the world that 
 we pray for and practice when we share Christ’s peace, 

  the friendships we form and maintain,  
   and the care for each other we express  
    are all part of the healing ministry of the Church.  
     Today we are offering anointing with oil as well. 
 
Anointing with oil is an ancient practice.  

The wealthy would anoint themselves 
with fragrant oils as a sign of luxury, 
 something that still happens now. 

But in the ancient world anointing was also seen 
as a way to invest someone with power. 
 Thus kings were anointed with oil, as was David by Samuel.  
  The Spirit of the Lord, we are told, came mightily upon him. (1 Sam 16:13), 
 
Anointing was also understood  

 as a way to consecrate someone for a holy purpose;  
  that was no doubt present in David’s anointing, too. 

 And places could be set apart as holy through the use of oil, 
 as Jacob anointed a pillar at Bethel 
  calling the place “a house of God.” (Gen. 28:18) 

The sick can certainly use extra healing power;  
 anointing was thus helpful to the sick person in itself and as  
  an outward assurance that that the community was calling out  
   on their behalf for the healing power of God. 

 
We Christians do not believe there is anything mysterious   

about this simple act. It involves no hoodoo. 
What could be less mysterious  



than people who care about each other 
 coming together before God  

to offer a gentle touch and pray for healing? 
But anointing is a form of care that requires a willingness  

   to let others near when you are in need. 
I vividly remember how moving it was when  
 a group of people laid hands on the pastor of a church  
  where I had been called to be the Interim while he mended. 
 They prayed for him and I anointed him with oil 
  as he prepared for a dangerous surgery, which ultimately went well. 
 The Spirit of God is certainly free to heal without touch or oil,  

 but it is powerful to allow others  
  to care for you in such an immediate way.  
   It seems to me that along with God’s healing, 
    there is healing power in opening oneself to such trust. 

 
Today as we draw near the final days of Lent 

we are offering an opportunity for those who want it  
 to be anointed—for yourself, for a friend or loved one,  

or for a situation in the world. 
There will be deacons here at the front and one in the choir loft 
 with olive oil in seashells. 
If you wish to take part, come forward 
 to receive the sign of the cross on your forehead. 
  You can state for myself, for the name of a friend,         
  or briefly for some situation in the world,  
    or say nothing at all if you prefer.   

 As the deacon anoints you  
     he or she will pray for you saying:  
      “May God heal from all that harms.” 
  Then you can go back to your seat with the awareness 
   of a cross traced on your skin.  
 
Jesus is thinking of the cross in our gospel reading this morning. 

Now that Gentiles from other regions are looking for him, 
he knows his time for teaching and preaching is done.  

He’s well aware that his own religious authorities 
are ready to arrest him; that they want him dead. 
 Having no ability under their own laws  

 to inflict capital punishment, he knows 
 they will hand him over to the Romans, 

 who use the slow death of the cross.  
     

In one of the few glimpses we get of Jesus’ inner thoughts, 
 he briefly wishes God would rescue him  

from what he knows is going to unfold. 



 When he speaks of being lifted up, 
  he means being lifted up on the cruel cross.  
There is a great deal more going on in the reading for today, 
 but this touching moment of wishing it would all just stop 
  is the thing that struck me most this week. 
 
Who among us who has had a serious illness  

or is ill now and perhaps facing the possibility of death, 
  who has not felt the same things Jesus names,  
   wanting God to intervene and bring an end  
    to the pain ,  

to the plans that have had to be let go, to the hopes unfulfilled, 
to the anxiety about what dying will be like.  

It is perhaps the same for those 
 who are caring for a sick or dying loved one,  
  asking Dear God, please, please, take this away.  
 
Although I have not crossed it myself yet, 

I’ve learned that deadly illness carries a boundary  
  which, once crossed, cannot be crossed back.  

We may recover our health,  
 but for a host of reasons, some very good, some very hard,  
  we are not the same. 

 
 One of you talked with me at length 
  about the loss of casualness that serious illness brings. 

You have to be careful, walk carefully, eat carefully  
because the body will not forgive carelessness any more.   

It’s not the effort that has to be taken now that is the burden,  
you told me, it’s the  the loss of that time  
 when you never had to think at all  

about how you moved or what you ate;  
 that casual quality of life is gone.  

Another one of you told me that healing and recovery are not the same thing. 
 You have recovered, the illness is no more, 
  and there are no outward signs that you’re not well, 
   but in important ways you are not who you once were,  

and don’t expect to be again. 
 Somehow this awareness is part of what it means to be healed. 

 
Those who are dying are even more aware of the boundary 
 between what used to be and what is now.  
Kate Bowler is an assistant professor  

of North American Christianity at Duke Divinity School. 
 A Mennonite by background, Bowler spent years  
  researching and writing about churches  



   in the United States and Canada that promote the Prosperity Gospel, 
  the idea that God pours wealth and health on those 
   who relentlessly strive to have the right kind of faith  
    while asking constantly for God’s blessing.  
When losses strike, the men and women of such churches  
 buckle down to find the personal failure or sin  
  behind their bankruptcy, firing, divorce or illness. 
   In other words, if things go wrong, it has to be your fault.   
There is no room in prosperity churches for surrender,  
 for the recognition that bad things can happen for no reason, 
  or that sometimes we simply have to let go. 
 

The main title of her book was “Blessed.” 
 Ironically within days of publication, Bowler was diagnosed  
  with stage four colon cancer. 
   She was in her early thirties  
    and she and her husband had a two-year-old son.  
Now three years on, she remains incurable, 
 living from scan to scan on immunotherapy that may fail at any time. 
“One of the saddest and most endearing things about being sick,” she writes 
 “is watching people’s attempts to make sense of your problem. 
  My academic friends did what researchers do 
   and Googled the hell out it. 
  When did you start noticing pain? 
   What exactly were the symptoms again? 
    Is it hereditary?... 
  Buried in all their concern is the unspoken question:  
   Do I have any control?” 
The answer, of course, is no, she doesn’t. 
  Cancer, says Bowler, has “kicked down the walls” of her life:  

“I cannot be certain I will walk my son  
to his elementary school someday  

or subject his love interests to cheerful scrutiny. 
I struggle to buy books for academic projects I fear I can’t finish  

for a perfect job I may be unable to keep… 
Cancer requires that I stumble around in the debris  

of dreams I thought I was entitled to  
and plans I didn’t realize I had made.”i 

But cancer has also given Bowler new ways of being alive… 
 Even in the middle of her shock at being thrust into  
  what she calls “hospital world,” 
   she discovered that hospital world was filled with signs of God.ii 

“Everything feels as if it is painted in bright colors,” she writes,  
Suddenly seeing acts of tenderness and love all around her. 

“I can’t help noticing the fragileness of the walls  
that keep most people fed, sheltered and whole.  



I find myself returning to the same thoughts again and again: 
 Life is so beautiful. Life is so hard.”iii 

 
What Bowler writes about so exquisitely,  
 what so many people who are dying  

or who have come close to death have learned 
is that God’s love can be revealed  

in the worst moments of lives, not the best. 
 
We get a glimpse of that healing, sustaining love  

in our other reading for this morning, 
  the familiar words from Jeremiah. 
The setting is another moment  

when the walls of people’s lives have been kicked down. 
Jeremiah is writing to the professors and artisans 

lawyers and teachers, the shopkeepers and landowners of Israel 
who have been taken into captivity in Babylon 

at the start of the exile. People of promise. People with gifts.   
  Those are the people that they hauled away 

       For all of them being forced into captivity     
        is the worst moment in their lives.      
         The loss of everything. 
Yet here is God announcing a new covenant with the people, 
 one more unconditional than the covenant made on Mt. Sinai.     
  For God has learned the people cannot heal themselves.      
    So God will do what they can’t. 
  They will not need to teach this new covenant to each other or their children 
   because it will well up like bright colors wherever they turn.  
 They will know God’s care deep down 
  because God has decided to forgive all that has gone before 

and do something healing and new.   
 
The new covenant is often interpreted by Christians to be Jesus, 
 whose coming fits the images beautifully. 
  But if that were all these words mean  

we would strip away the radical comfort 
    God gave to the people of Jeremiah’s day. 
How much better to have that sudden intake of breath that comes from 
 realizing that at their lowest point 
  God revealed a constant nearness to the people who  

were unable to know it until captivity shattered everything that had been. 
God wants wholeness for all people, then and now, 

and maybe the wholeness God is always offering 
becomes most visible when the surfaces of life 
 get toppled and torn or kicked in. 

 



No one, including Kate Bowler, signs up for illness 
and certainly not for early death. 

  But neither does Bowler want to go back  
to being the person who could not sense God in every room. 

Don’t dare suggest to her, or anyone who is ill, 
 that this awareness is “the reason” for the illness. 
  The only thing worse than saying there’s a reason for tragic illness, 
   Bowler writes, “is suggesting that you know what it is.”iv 
It’s just that once upon a time when she was healthy 

she often talked and thought about the future, 
  trading a God-filled present  

for something that didn’t even exist. 
And now that she is dying, she finds comfort in glimpses    

of a Love that knows what it’s like to die and that surrounds us all the time. AMEN. 
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